Optimize reimbursement. Mitigate coding fraud and abuse risk. Stabilize operating costs.

nThrive offers the most qualified team of certified health care coders.

nThrive coders use your coding technology expediting service launch and limiting security threats.

nThrive supports our clients' coding in any patient care environment – domestic or global coder fulfillment.

REAL CLIENT SUCCESS – PROFILE 1
A health care provider in the southwestern United States reduced AR days by 36% in 120 days. Challenged with limited coding training resources, the provider faced a high DNFB of 14 days and challenges with coding accuracy, productivity and revenue. The organization outsourced its coding function to nThrive, including coding management. nThrive improved coding accuracy and productivity, and encouraged collaboration with the provider's CDI specialists. After 120 days of outsourcing, the provider realized a 36% reduction in AR days – five days – achieving the CFO’s goal. Coding-related denials have been minimized, and accurate assignment of CC, MCCs, Severity of Illness and Risk of Mortality is now standard practice. After many months of being financially in the red, the provider is in the black.

REAL CLIENT SUCCESS – PROFILE 2
A rural hospital in Pennsylvania increased its coding accuracy to 98%. This hospital faced coder recruitment and performance challenges. The coders did not work their scheduled hours consistently, which threatened coding quality, increased DNFC backlogs, and delayed reimbursement. The hospital outsourced its coding function to nThrive and within nine months, inpatient and outpatient charts were coded in less than 24 hours and coding accuracy is now up to 98%.

nThrive coders use your coding technology
nThrive Coding scales to fit your organization’s needs.
One client team includes 110 coders!

nThrive supports our clients' coding in any patient care environment – domestic or global coder fulfillment.

nThrive coders attain >96% overall coding accuracy.

LEARN MORE about our Coding Services
Visit www.nThrive.com  E-mail solutions@nThrive.com

"Excellent rapport between the health team and the nThrive coding team. Lots of collaboration. Turnaround on coding is LESS than 24 hours!"
– HIM Manager

"In large part due to nThrive's improvements in coding performance, our facility's overall financial performance went from monthly losses to gains."
– HIM Director and Privacy Officer
nThrive Patient-to-Payment™ solutions help you work smarter at every stage of the revenue cycle.

**DRIVE PATIENT REVENUE**

**Patient Access Solutions**

Front office solutions that minimize denials and rework on the back end, streamline point-of-service collections and increase patient satisfaction.

**IMPROVE OUTCOMES**

**Mid-Revenue Cycle Solutions**

Clinical documentation, coding and charging practices that are accurate and complete across the hospital care and physician practice spectrum.

**OPTIMIZE BILLING & COLLECTIONS**

**Patient Financial Solutions**

Accounts receivable and patient accounting processes that maximize reimbursement and reduce cost to collect.

ARE YOU...

- Seeing an increase in bad debt and AR days?
- Capturing every dollar to which you are entitled?
- Facing reimbursement challenges that threaten your cash flow?

*Bad Debt Collections are provided by Optimum Outcomes, Inc., a separate entity owned by nThrive, Inc.*